Matt Cibulka, Producer
mattcibulka.com / mattcibulka@gmail.com / (314) 629-5857

Experience:
Logan - Producer (Los Angeles, CA)
Schedule and manage large scale design, editorial, & VFX projects from start to finish
Lead teams on pitches for agency and client
Maintain actuals + predicts for each respective job

2016-Present

Mirada Studios - Producer (Los Angeles, CA)
2015
Schedule and manage large scale VFX projects from start to finish
Oversee large-scale, complex, and interactive flame sessions with client
Lead teams on pitches for agency and client
Manage actuals for each respective job, ensuring project is on budget and profitable for company
Implemented tracking system for client revisions, including the use of Shotgun for artist
Momentum Worldwide Agency - Freelance Video Editor (Saint Louis, MO)
Create and edit online videos for Agency brands
Organize and manage media assets for internal video projects

2014-2015

90 Degrees West - Producer (Saint Louis, MO)
2013-2014
Produce bids for editorial, graphic, audio, and radio projects, including licensing and talent rights
Oversee, schedule, and manage post-production projects from start to finish
Maintain client communications within all perimeters of the job
Assist with local shoots, including casting, location coordination, and equipment rental
90 Degrees West - Assistant Editor (Saint Louis, MO)
2011-2013
Create projects, including digitizing and organizing footage for session, slate, layback, and online edit
Handle all file-format deliveries, including broadcast, web, and jumbotron
Prepare color sessions within Resolve/Avid color, and audio sessions in ProTools
Assist expansion of facility, including cable runs, server-storage expandability, and system upgrades
Develop and manage company website and demo reel contents

Clients:
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment / MAL / Anheuser-Busch (Bud Light, Shocktop, Oculto, Busch Light, Budweiser) /
Scottrade / Subway / Enterprise & National Rent-A-Car / Monsanto / Ameristar / AT&T / Touchstone Energy / Ameren /
M&M’s / Build-A-Bear Workshop / Honey-Bunches Of Oats / McDonalds / Farmland / Coca-Cola / Mercy / Lexus /
Skechers / Leapfrog

Education:
Columbia College Chicago - Bachelor of Arts
Film & Video, Post-Production

2011

